**Kohler Fund Recipients 2010-11**

**Internationalizing the Curriculum (ITC) Applicants**

Chang Hyo Jung, Consumer, Apparel & Retail Studies (Republic of Korea); Kevin Lowe, Business Administration (Costa Rica); Catherine Matthews, Teacher Education & Higher Education (Finland); Terrence Nile, Chemistry (Greece); Susanne Rinner, Languages, Literatures & Cultures (Germany); Mona Shattell, Nursing (Norway); Yurchisin Jennifer, Consumer, Apparel & Retail Studies (Republic of Korea)

**Regular Faculty Grant**

Ana Hontanilla, Languages, Literatures & Cultures (Spain)

**New Faculty Grant**

Omar Ali, African American Studies (Ethiopia)

**Research Applicants**

Elizabeth Bucar, Religious Studies (India/Turkey); Dan Yasaki, Mathematics & Statistics (Germany)

**Summer Excellence Grant**

Charles Egeland, Anthropology (Kazakhstan); Asa Eger, History (Turkey); Elizabeth Perrill, Art (South Africa)

**Special Project Applicants**

James Anderson, History (UNCG); Veronica Grossi & Claudia Hutt, Languages, Literatures & Cultures (UNCG); David Holian, Political Science (UNCG); Kathleen Macfie, Languages, Literatures & Cultures (UNCG); Susanne Rinner Languages, Literatures & Cultures (UNCG)

**Student Programs**

James Anderson, History (UNCG); Guylene Deasy, Languages, Literatures & Cultures (UNCG); Stephen Sills, Sociology (UNCG)